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CC auctioning without a sample trolley     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
At the FloraHolland Aalsmeer and Naaldwijk locations, you can supply your plants 
to Auction on Danish trolleys (CCs). This was previously done using a so-called 
sample trolley.  
The sample trolley physically came before Auction and was representative of the 
Danish trolleys (CC) lined up elsewhere.  
 
In the transition to the new fulfilment logistics, it will no longer be possible in future 
to have trolleys physically brought before Auction. Sample trolleys will therefore 
no longer be brought before Auction.  
 

 If you work with your own software package and cannot create a CC lot without a 
sample trolley, then the instructions for filling in the delivery form in your EAB 
programme will change.  

 Do you work in/through Floriday? In that case, you can only offer the CC-lot 
without a sample trolley. 

 You can keep supplying your CCs to Auction as usual. The sample trolley will, 
however, no longer be used.  

 Auctioning a lot with CCs consists of 1 or more CCs. 

 Lots with CCs are auctioned in 3 separate auction groups:  

o Auction group 204 CC outdoor  

o Auction group 206 CC flowering plants 

o Auction group 208 CC green plants 

 
As of Monday, 25 January:  

 All CCs are auctioned as the 1st auction group on a fixed clock in Aalsmeer and 
Naaldwijk.  At Aalsmeer, the CCs are auctioned at clock 17 and in Naaldwijk all 
CCs are auctioned at clock 13.  

 The auctioning sequence in these groups is determined using ‘random supplier 
draw’; the CCs of one supplier are auctioned consecutively from low to high 
delivery form number.  

 The CC auction groups 204, 206 and 208 will rotate with each other on a weekly 
basis.  

 We are looking into whether Clock Presales can be made possible for CCs next 
year. 
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Completion instructions CC auctioning 

• This instruction is only applicable if you are using an EAB software package. In 
Floriday, you cannot create a sample lot. 

• As of 1 January 2021, a CC lot will comprise of at least 2 CCs. 

Are you making use of an EAB software package? Then the following 
instructions are applicable when creating a delivery form in your EAB 
Program: 

Location Aalsmeer 

• Choose the option CC auctioning. 

• Create 1 MV (auctioning via samples) delivery form and fill in the following 
amounts: 1 x 1 x 1. The EAB system will cancel this lot. 

• Then create the VV lot with the information about the lot CCs. One delivery form 
with all the information about the CC lot. On this form, the letters VV will be printed 
in a big font. So the number of CCs that are delivered, with information about the 
amounts, packaging and shelves per CC. Attach this VV form to the first CC. 

• For every CC, a form is printed with information about the packaging, amounts per 
CC and on this form the letters LV are printed in a big font. A form with the letters LV 
will be attached to every CC. 

Location Naaldwijk 

• Choose the option CC auctioning. 

• Create 1 delivery form GP/ M and fill in the following amounts: 1 x 1 x 1. 

• The EAB system will cancel this lot. 

• Create one delivery form with all the information about the CC lot. On this form, the 
letters GPDM will be printed in a big font. So the number of CCs that are delivered, 
with information about the amounts, packaging and shelves per CC. Attach this form 
to the first CC. 

• For every CC, a form is printed with information about the packaging, amounts per 
CC and on this form the letters GPD/V are printed in a big font. 

• A form with the letters GPD/V will be attached to every CC. 


